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Abstract

The irs1 and irs1SF hamster cell lines are mutated for the XRCC2 and XRCC3 genes, respectively. Both show
Ž .heightened sensitivity to ionizing radiation and particularly to the DNA cross-linking chemical mitomycin C MMC .

Frequencies of spontaneous chromosomal aberration have previously been reported to be higher in these two cell lines than
in parental, wild-type cell lines. Microcell-mediated chromosome transfer was used to introduce complementing or

Žnon-complementing human chromosomes into each cell line. irs1 cells received human chromosome 7 which contains the
. Žhuman XRCC2 gene or, as a control, human chromosome 4. irs1SF cells received human chromosome 14 which contains

.the XRCC3 gene or human chromosome 7. For each set of hybrid cell lines, clones carrying the complementing human
chromosome recovered MMC resistance to near-wild-type levels, while control clones carrying noncomplementing chromo-
somes remained sensitive to MMC. Fluorescence in situ hybridization with a human-specific probe revealed that the human
chromosome in complemented clones remained intact in almost all cells even after extended passage. However, the human
chromosome in noncomplemented clones frequently underwent chromosome rearrangements including breaks, deletions, and
translocations. Chromosome aberrations accumulated slowly in the noncomplemented clones over subsequent passages, with
some particular deletions and unbalanced translocations persistently transmitted throughout individual subclones. Our results
indicate that the XRCC2 and XRCC3 genes, which are now considered members of the RAD51 gene family, play essential
roles in maintaining chromosome stability during cell division. This may reflect roles in DNA repair, possibly via
homologous recombination. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž .The X-ray repair cross complementing XRCC
genes correct the phenotypes of certain mutated ro-
dent cell lines for sensitivity to ionizing radiation
and other DNA damaging agents. The human XRCC2
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and XRCC3 genes were originally identified by their
ability to complement the irs1 and irs1SF mutant cell
lines isolated from V79 and AA8 Chinese hamster

w xcells respectively 1–5 . The irs1 and irs1SF cell
lines have similar phenotypes of sensitivity to
DNA-damaging agents. Both are moderately sensi-

Ž .tive to X-ray or gamma radiation ;2-fold , to UV
Ž .radiation 2- to 3-fold , and to ethylmethanesulfonate

Ž . w xEMS, 2- to 10-fold 1,2 . However, both show
extreme sensitivity to DNA cross-linking agents, such

w xas cisplatin and nitrogen mustard 6 and particularly
Ž . w xmitomycin C MMC, 60- to 100-fold 1,3,4 . In

addition, both irs1 and irs1SF suffer increased rates
of spontaneous and X-ray-induced chromatid and

w xchromosome breaks 2,3,7 .
The complementing human genes have been

w xcloned recently 3,8,9 . Sequence analysis of the
human XRCC2 and XRCC3 genes has revealed that
both bear homology to the RAD51 genes of yeast

w xand mammals 8,9 . The RAD51 protein plays a
critical role in repair of DNA double-strand breaks
by homologous recombination in the yeast Saccha-

w xromyces cereÕisiea 10 , and is well conserved in
w xhigher eukaryotes 11–13 . The realization that

XRCC2 and XRCC3 belong to the RAD51 family of
genes has fueled speculation that they also function
in a pathway for DNA repair by homologous recom-
bination.

Chromosome instability in the irs1 and irs1SF cell
lines has been investigated by following the fate over
many cell generations of human marker chromo-
somes introduced via microcell-mediated chromo-
some transfer. This method offers advantages over
an assessment using only the endogenous chromo-
somes. Because a human marker chromosome can be
painted with a human-specific fluorescent probe, any
alteration to it can be readily seen against the back-
ground of hamster chromosomes. Breakage, deletion
and translocation events involving the marker chro-
mosome can be scored unambiguously. By following
alterations of a marker chromosome over the expan-
sion of multiple clonal cell populations, and applying
a statistical analysis, it becomes possible to charac-
terize chromosome instability quantitatively in a mu-
tant cell line. The XRCC2 and XRCC3 loci have
previously been mapped to human chromosomes

w x7q36 and 14q32.3 3–5 . Chromosome transfer was
used to introduce one copy of human chromosome 7

or 14 into irs1 and irs1SF mutant cells, respectively.
Ž .Noncomplementing control chromosomes 4 and 7

were also transferred into irs1 and irs1SF cells. The
results demonstrate that the XRCC2 and XRCC3
genes are essential for chromosome stability.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture and microcell-mediated chromo-
some transfer

Human–hamster hybrid cells were grown in al-
Ž .pha-Modified Eagle’s Medium Gibco with 10%

fetal bovine serum, 100 unitsrml of penicillin
Ž . Ž .Gibco and 100 mgrml of streptomycin Gibco ,

Ž .0.5 mgrml Fungizone Gibco , and 400 mgrml
Ž .G418 Gibco . Cultures were maintained at 378C in a

humidified incubator with 5% carbon dioxide. Mouse
A9 hybrid cell lines carrying single human chromo-

Ž .somes with a neomycin resistance marker NEO
w xhave been established and previously described 14 .

Chromosome transfer was carried out according to
w xthe method of Kurimasa et al. 15 . Briefly, A9-hu-

Žman hybrid cells were treated with colcemid 0.05
.mgrml for 48 h to form microcells, which were

then harvested by centrifugation and filtration, and
fused with irs1 or irs1SF cells using polyethylene
glycol. G418 at 800 mgrml was used to select for
the NEO marker on transferred human chromosomes
in hybrid cells. Hybrid clones of G418-resistant irs1
or irs1SF cells were isolated and transferred into T25
flasks for expansion. Each primary clone was

Ž .screened by fluorescence in situ hybridization FISH
of metaphase chromosome spreads for the presence
of a single human chromosome. For passage of
primary hybrid clones, confluent cultures were
trypsinized and one tenth to one fifth of the cells
were reseeded to a fresh T25 flask. For subcloning of
primary clones, 100 cells were plated per 10 cm
culture dish. After 10 to 14 days, secondary clones
arose and were transferred individually to T25 flasks
for expansion.

2.2. MMC exposure

ŽWild-type cell lines or complemented clones V79,
and irs1 with chromosome 7; AA8, and irs1SF with
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.chromosome 14 , were plated for colony formation
Žassays at 200 cellsr10 cm dish, with MMC Sigma,

.St. Louis, MO at 0, 50 and 100 nM. Mutant cell
Žlines or noncomplemented clones irs1, or irs1 with

chromosome 4; irs1SF, or irs1SF with chromosome
.7 were plated at 200 and at 2000 cellsr10 cm dish,

with MMC at 0, 10 and 50 nM; at least 3 dishes per
treatment. After ten to fourteen days, cell colonies
were stained with 0.2% crystal violet in 70% ethanol.
Colonies of fifty or more cells were counted.

2.3. Chromosome slide preparation

For chromosome harvest, cells were treated with
Ž .0.05 mgrml colcemid Gibco for 1.5 h. The cells

were then trypsinized, centrifuged and resuspended
Ž .in hypotonic saline 0.075 M KCl at 378C for 12

min. The cells were fixed in a 3:1 mix of methanol
and acetic acid and stored at y208C. Fixed cell
suspensions were transferred to glass slides and al-
lowed to air-dry. For routine observations, chromo-
some slides were Giemsa stained.

2.4. Fluorescence in situ hybridization painting

After two weeks aging in air, chromosome slides
were denatured in 70% formamide in 2=SSC at
708C for 2 min. Four single-strand Alu-repeat
oligomers were synthesized as probes for human
chromosomes:

A. GGTGGCTCACGCCTGTAATCCCAGCA-
CTTTGGGAGGCCGA;
B. TCGGCCTCCCAAAGTGCTGGGATTACA-
GGCGTGAGCCACC;
C. GGAGGCTGAGGCAGGAGAATCGC-
TTGAACCCGGGAGGCGG;
D. CCGCCTCCCGGGTTCAAGCGATTCTCC-
TGCCTCAGCCTCC.
The four oligos were mixed in a 1:1:1:1 ratio. 0.5

mgrreaction of mixed probe were labeled with
Ž .Cy3-dCTP Amersham Life Science using a termi-

Žnal transferase reaction Terminal Transferase Kit,
.Boehringer Mannheim . A synthetic single strand

Ž .telomere-repeat oligomer TTAGGG was labeled7

by the same method with Oregon green-dUTP

Ž .Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA . A hybridiza-
tion mixture comprising 0.3 mgrml human Alu probe
DNA and 0.25 mgrml telomere probe DNA in 50%
formamide, 2=SSC, was applied to the slides. After
overnight hybridization at 378C, the slides were
washed in 2=SSC at 428C three times, 15 min each,
and then for 5 min in 1% Triton-X 100, phosphate

Ž .buffer pH 8.0 . Chromosomes were counterstained
with DAPI in antifade solution.

2.5. Statistical analysis

To quantitatively express quantitatively chromo-
somal change, the Chromosome Instability Index
Ž .CII was applied. CII is defined as the mean number
of unique rearrangements per cell in a population
expanded from a single cell. CII for control and

Žmutant cells or, in the present case, complemented
.and noncomplemented mutant cells are comparable

only between clonal populations expanded for the
same number of cell doublings. Statistical analysis
and determination of clonal instability was done as

Ž .follows. From all control complemented clones, an
average CII"standard error was calculated. Individ-
ual control clones are judged to be stable if their CII
falls within a 98% confidence interval from the
mean. No more than one clone in a hundred would
be expected to exceed the upper boundary of this
interval. By pooling data from stable control clones,
a representative control CII was calculated. Each
repair-deficient clone was then evaluated to deter-
mine whether it had a CII greater than the represen-
tative control CII, and if so the clone was labeled
unstable. In performing this evaluation, an adjust-
ment was made to the representative CII to account
for the different lengths of the human marker chro-
mosomes in the control and mutant hybrid cell lines.

Ž .A 2=2 matrix stablerunstable vs. controlrmutant
was constructed. A chi-squared test was applied to
determine whether there was a statistically signifi-
cant difference in the proportions of stable to unsta-
ble clones between the control and mutant cell lines.
A mutation was judged to induce chromosome insta-
bility only when the chi-squared test indicates a
significant difference. A t test was also applied to
compare the average CII between complemented and
noncomplemented cell lines.
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3. Results

3.1. Correction of MMC sensitiÕity and cloning effi-
ciency in XRCC2- and XRCC3-complemented hu-
man–hamster hybrid cell clones

After microcell-mediated chromosome transfer,
four groups of human–hamster hybrids, each carry-
ing a single human chromosome, were isolated and

Ž .confirmed by G-banding data not shown . Clones of
Žirs1 cells carrying human chromosome 7 which

.contains the XRCC2 gene or human chromosome 4
Ž .as a control were designated irs1-C7 and irs1-C4
respectively. Clones of irs1SF cells carrying human

Ž .chromosome 14 which contains the XRCC3 gene
Ž .or human chromosome 7 as a control were desig-

nated irs1SF-C14 and irs1SF-C7 respectively.
To determine whether appropriate human chromo-

somes could correct the mutant phenotypes of irs1
and irs1SF cells, several independent hybrids of each
group were tested for resistance to MMC. Testing for
complementation could also have been done by mea-
suring resistance to ionizing radiation. However,
while irs1 and irs1SF are only moderately sensitive
to radiation, they are very highly sensitive to MMC.
Recovery of MMC resistance therefore is a more
sensitive test of complementation.

MMC sensitivity was measured in four irs1-C7
clones and three irs1-C4 clones, and these were
compared to the sensitivities of irs1, and to V79, the
parental cell line from which the irs1 mutant was
derived. The relative sensitivities of the four cell
types to MMC are shown in Fig. 1. The irs1-C4
clones were no more resistant to MMC than irs1
itself. The irs1-C7 clones recovered resistance to
levels that appear slightly higher than those of V79,
but no statistical significance can be attached to the
difference. The irs1 and irs1SF cell lines also show
reduced cloning efficiency relative to the parental
lines from which they were derived. Cloning effi-

Ž .ciencies C.E. were therefore measured as an addi-
tional indicator of complementation. The C.E. for

Žirs1-C7 was 0.79"0.02 average"standard error of
.4 clones ; somewhat lower than for wild-type V79

Ž .0.92"0.02 . Curiously, the C.E. for irs1-C4 was
Ž .only 0.28"0.04 average of 3 clones ; even lower

Ž .than for irs1 0.50"0.01 .

Fig. 1. MMC sensitivity of XRCC2 complemented and noncom-
plemented cell clones. Four clones with human chromosome 7,

Ž . Ž . Ž .irs1-C7a4 I , irs1-C7a5 e , irs1-C7a7 ^ and irs1-C7a8
Ž .= showed resistance to MMC close to that of the wild type V79
Ž .` , while three clones with human chromosome 4, irs1-C4a3
Ž . Ž . Ž .v , irs1-C4a4 ' , and irs1-C4a6 l retained a sensitivity to

Ž .MMC close to that of the mutant parent irs1 B .

Similarly, MMC sensitivity and C.E. were mea-
sured in five irs1SF-C14 clones and four irs1SF-C7
clones, and these were compared to the sensitivity of
irs1SF and of AA8, the parental cell line from which
the irs1SF mutant was derived. Relative MMC sensi-
tivities are shown in Fig. 2. The irs1SF-C7 clones
were not consistently more resistant than irs1SF
itself. The irs1SF-C14 clones substantially recovered
MMC resistance, though not fully to the level of
parental AA8 cells. The incomplete complementation
seen here by chromosome transfer is similar to that
reported previously for complementation by cDNA

w xexpression 3,9 . Incomplete complementation in this
instance cannot be attributed to the absence of regu-
latory elements, since a complete chromosomal locus

Žwas transferred. The C.E. of irs1SF-C14 0.68"
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Fig. 2. MMC sensitivity of XRCC3 complemented and noncom-
plemented cell clones. Five clones with human chromosome 14,

Ž . Ž . Ž .irs1SF-C14a1 I , irs1SF-C14a2 e , irs1SF-C14a3 = ,
Ž . Ž .irs1SF-C14a6 q , and irs1SF-C14a7 ^ showed increased

resistance to MMC, though less than that of the wild type AA8
Ž .` , while four clones with human chromosome 7, irs1SF-C7a1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v , irs1SF-C7a2 B , irs1SF-C7a3 l and irs1SF-C7a4 '

retained a sensitivity to MMC close to that of the mutant parent
Ž <.irs1SF .

.0.02; average of 5 clones was nearly that of AA8
Ž .cells 0.74"0.02 . The C.E. of irs1SF-C7 was much
Ž .lower 0.28"0.02; average of 4 clones and very

Ž .similar to that of irs1SF 0.22"0.01 .
Thus human chromosomes 7 and 14, carrying the

XRCC2 and XRCC3 repair genes respectively, are
able to complement the MMC sensitivity of irs1 and

Ž .irs1SF mutant cells at least partially and increase
C.E. to near wild type levels.

3.2. Correction of chromosome stability in XRCC2-
and XRCC3-complemented cells

The stability of the human marker chromosome
was assessed in ten irs1-C7 clones, eight irs1-C4

clones, nine irs1SF-C14 clones and eight irs1SF-C7
clones. After chromosome transfer, individual hybrid
colonies were expanded to a confluent T25 culture
flask; estimated to represent at least twenty cell
generations. FISH painting with a human Alu DNA
probe was used to identify the single human chromo-
some against a background of hamster chromosomes
Ž .Fig. 3 . Chromosome aberrations involving the hu-
man marker chromosome were scored in 100
metaphase cells for each clone. It should be noted
that all hybrid cell lines in this study were main-
tained under G418 selection for the NEO gene on
the human marker chromosomes. Chromosome rear-
rangements that result in loss of the NEO gene could
not be transmitted under these conditions, and hence
were not scored.

Ž .The results for irs1-C7 XRCC2-complemented
Ž .and irs1-C4 noncomplemented clones are presented

in Table 1. In irs1-C7 clones, only 13 cells with
rearrangements of the human chromosome were
found among the 1000 metaphase cells examined; a
frequency of 1.3%. In contrast, irs1-C4 clones
showed rearrangements of the human chromosome at
a frequency of 39.5%, about thirty-fold higher. Sev-
eral types of chromosome rearrangements were seen

Žin irs1-C4 cells, including breaks, deletions includ-
.ing terminal and interstitial deletions , balanced

Ž .translocations trans I , unbalanced translocations
Ž . Žtrans II and insertions portions of the human chro-

.mosome inserted into hamster chromosomes . Chro-
mosome ‘gaps’ cannot be reliably resolved by fluo-
rescence microscopy, and so were not scored.

Ž .The average CII of irs1-C7 complemented clones
Ž .was 0.013"0.003. For irs1-C4 noncomplemented

clones, mean CII was 0.325"0.094, about twenty-
one times higher when adjusted for different lengths
of the human marker chromosome. By t test, the
difference is significant to a level of p-0.005. The
CII for each of the irs1-C7 clones was then individu-

Žally compared to the mean for the group control
.mean . None of the ten clones exceeded the mean by

Žmore than 2.3 standard deviations the upper bound-
.ary of a 98% confidence interval , and hence all

were considered to be stable. CII for individual
irs1-C4 clones were then compared to the control
mean. All eight irs1-C4 clones exceeded the mean by
more than 2.3 standard deviations, and so were
judged unstable. A chi-square test was used to com-
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Fig. 3. Rearrangement of the human marker chromosome in human–hamster hybrid cells after FISH. The human chromosome has been
Ž . Ž .hybridized with a human Alu probe red . Hamster chromosomes appear blue. ITB interstitial telomere band are visualized using a

Ž . Ž .mammalian telomeric probe TTAGGG green . A to F show different types of rearrangements that occurred in the human marker7

chromosome in noncomplemented XRCC2 or XRCC3 mutant cells: A. normal human chromosome 7 in an irs1SF-C7 cell; B. a fragment of
human chromosome 7 inserted into a hamster chromosome in an irs1SF-C7 cell; C. a break in human chromosome 7 in an irs1SF-C7 cell;
D. a balanced translocation with an ITB proximal to the junction site in an irs1SF-C7 cell; E. an unbalanced translocation in an irs1-C4 cell;
F. an unbalanced translocation with an ITB proximal to the junction site in an irs1SF-C7 cell.

pare the irs1-C7 and irs1-C4 clones in aggregate. A
significantly greater proportion of irs1-C4 clones

Ž .were unstable than of irs1-C7 clones p-0.001 .
A similar trend is apparent when irs1SF-C14

Ž . ŽXRCC3-complemented clones and irs1SF-C7 non-

. Ž .complemented clones are compared Table 2 .
Among 900 irs1SF-C14 metaphases, only 3 were
found with rearrangements of the human chromo-
some, a frequency of 0.33%. For irs1SF-C7 clones,
the frequency of metaphases with a rearranged hu-
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Table 1
Ž . Ž .Chromosome rearrangements among irs1-C7 XRCC2-complemented and irs1-C4 noncomplemented primary clones

cPrimary Metaphases Metaphases Chromosome Type of chromosomal aberrations
d e f gclones scored with instability Deletion Break TransI TransII Insertion Others

baberrations index
aŽ .%

irs1-C7
a1 100 1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0
a2 100 2 0.02 2 0 0 0 0 0
a3 100 2 0.02 2 0 0 0 0 0
a4 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a5 100 1 0.01 0 0 1 0 0 0
a6 100 1 0.01 0 0 0 1 0 0
a7 100 3 0.03 2 0 0 0 0 1
a8 100 1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0
a9 100 2 0.02 1 0 1 0 0 0
a10 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0

irs1-C4
a1 100 77 0.77 21 16 39 1 0 0
a2 100 53 0.53 22 0 24 0 0 7
a3 100 5 0.05 0 0 4 1 0 0
a4 100 24 0.22 3 1 4 13r15 0 1
a5 100 59 0.57 5 1 5r7 39 6 1
a6 100 12 0.12 4 0 7 0 1 0
a7 100 78 0.27 4 1 7r46 12r24 2 1
a8 100 8 0.07 4 0 1r2 2 0 0

aOnly rearrangements of the human chromosome were scored.
bCII, the average number of unique rearrangements of the human chromosome within a clone.
c Ž .Unique rearrangements and total rearrangements scored. For example, ‘39’ irs1-C4a1 transI means 39 unique rearrangements; ‘13r15’
Ž .irs1-C4a4 transII means that 13 of total 15 transII are unique.
d Including terminal and interstitial deletions.
eNot including gaps.
f Balanced translocation.
g Unbalanced translocation.

man chromosome was 30.9%, about 93-fold higher.
Ž .The average CII for irs1SF-C7 noncomplemented

clones was 0.264"0.064, about 50-fold higher than
Ž . Žfor irs1SF-C14 complemented clones 0.003"

.0.002 . By t test, the difference is significant to a
level of p-0.001. When the CII of individual
irs1SF-C14 clones were compared to the mean for

Ž .the group control mean , all were found to differ by
less than 2.3 standard deviations. However, all eight
of the irs1SF-C7 clones differed by more than 2.3
standard deviations from the control mean and are
hence unstable. By a chi-square test, the difference
in proportions of unstable clones among the noncom-
plemented versus complemented clones is significant
to a level of p-0.001.

To further assess stability of the human marker
chromosome in XRCC3-complemented and noncom-
plemented cells, one clone of each was subcloned.
Subclones were expanded from single cells to a
confluent T25 flask; roughly another twenty cell
divisions. Table 3 shows results for twenty subclones
expanded from primary clone irs1SF-C14 a1, and
eighteen subclones expanded from primary clone

Ž .irs1SF-C7 a1. In the irs1SF-C7 noncomplemented
subclones, 1052 metaphases bearing an aberrant
marker chromosome were found out of 1800, a
frequency of 58.4%; markedly higher than the 18%

Žseen in the parent primary clone irs1SF-C7 a1 Ta-
.ble 2 . Although some of the irs1SF-C7 subclones

had lower CII than the primary clone from which
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Table 2
Ž . Ž .Chromosome rearrangements among irs1SF-C14 XRCC3-complemented and irs1SF-C7 noncomplemented primary clones

Primary Metaphases Metaphases Chromosome Type of chromosomal aberrations
clones scored with instability Deletion Break TransI TransII Insertion Others

aberrations index
Ž .%

irs1SF-C14
a1 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a2 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a3 100 1 0.01 0 0 1 0 0 0
a4 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a5 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a6 100 2 0.02 0 0 2 0 0 0
a7 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a8 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
a9 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0

irs1SF-C7
a1 100 18 0.07 1r8 1r4 2 3r4 0 0
a2 100 24 0.23 13 1 1 8r9 0 0
a3 100 63 0.63 31 13 0 10 8 1
a4 100 60 0.41 13r31 1 8 5r6 14 0
a5 100 20 0.20 10 1 2 4 3 0
a6 100 25 0.25 12 4 2 8 0 0
a7 100 26 0.22 8r9 4 4 2r5 2 2
a8 100 11 0.10 6 1 1 4r5 0 0

they were derived, the average CII of irs1SF-C7
subclones was 0.191"0.032, increased from 0.070

Žfor the primary clone. For the irs1SF-C14 XRCC3-
.complemented subclones, mean CII was 0.004"

0.001. A t test showed the mean CII of irs1SF-C7
subclones to be significantly higher than for irs1SF-

Ž .C14 subclones p-0.001 . None of the individual
irs1SF-C14 subclones had CII differing from the
control mean by more than 2.3 standard deviations.
But among the eighteen irs1SF-C7 subclones, all
eighteen had CII exceeding the control mean by
more than 2.3 standard deviations. Again, by a chi-
square test, the difference in proportions of unstable
subclones among the noncomplemented versus com-
plemented groups is significant to a level of p-

0.001.
Overall, human marker chromosomes were much

more stable in XRCC2- and XRCC3-complemented
clones than in noncomplemented mutant clones. The
presence of XRCC2 and XRCC3 genes evidently
stabilizes human chromosomes 7 and 14 in irs1-C7
and irs1SF-C14 cells. In the noncomplemented irs1-
C4 and irs1SF-C7 cells, the absence of wild-type

XRCC2 or XRCC3 genes is associated with sharply
elevated frequencies of spontaneous aberrations in
the human marker chromosome.

3.3. Transmissible chromosome aberrations occur in
XRCC2- and XRCC3-deficient primary clones and
subclones

The presence of persistent chromosome aberra-
tions means that specific aberrations occurring in
individual cells early in the expansion of a cell
population have been transmitted to successive gen-
erations of daughter cells. This phenomenon is ap-
parent in XRCC2- and XRCC3-deficient primary
clones and XRCC3-deficient subclones, especially in
the latter. For many of these clones, CII is not equal
to the percentage of metaphases with aberrations
involving the human marker chromosome. This is
because metaphases containing the same aberrations
are scored as a single event in determining CII.
Persistent, or transmissible, chromosome aberrations
were seen in four of eight XRCC2-deficient irs1-C4

Žprimary clones examined a4, a5, a7, and a8;
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.Table 1 , and in five of eight XRCC3-deficient
Žirs1SF-C7 primary clones a1, a2, a4, a7 and a8;

.Table 2 . Among subclones of irs1SF-C7a1, twelve
Žof eighteen subclones A, C, D, F, I, K, L, M, O, P,

.Q, and R; Table 3 also showed transmissible aberra-
tions. The types of transmissible chromosome aberra-

tions found were mainly deletions and unbalanced
translocations. We have not seen persistent chromo-
some aberrations in the XRCC2- and XRCC3-com-
plemented irs1-C7 or irs1SF-C14 primary clones or
irs1SF-C14a1 subclones, indicating that the few
chromosome aberrations seen in these populations

Table 3
Ž . Ž .Chromosome instability among irs1SF-C14 XRCC3-complemented subclones of and irs1SF-C7 noncomplemented subclones

Secondary Metaphases Metaphases Chromosome Type of chromosomal aberrations
clones scored with instability Deletion Break TransI TransII Insertion Others

aberrations index
Ž .%

irs1SF-C14a1
A 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 100 2 0.01 0 0 1r2 0 0 0
C 100 1 0.01 0 0 0 1 0 0
D 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 100 1 0.01 0 0 0 1 0 0
F 100 1 0.01 0 0 1 0 0 0
G 100 1 0.01 0 0 0 1 0 0
H 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 100 1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0
J 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
K 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
N 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 100 1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0
P 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
R 100 1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0
S 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 100 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0

irs1SF-C7a1
A 100 100 0.03 0 0 0 3r100 0 0
B 100 46 0.46 13 14 6 12 1 0
C 100 100 0.02 0 0 0 1r99 1 0
D 100 99 0.03 1 0 0 1r97 1 0
E 100 11 0.11 7 0 1 4 0 0
F 100 93 0.20 3 0 6r13 10r72 1r2 0
G 100 18 0.18 8 0 5 7 0 0
H 100 13 0.13 2 1 5 5 0 0
I 100 98 0.05 0 0 0 5r98 0 0
J 100 21 0.21 6 6 2 7 0 0
K 100 31 0.28 8 1r4 10 9 0 0
L 100 33 0.32 16 2 1 10r11 1 2
M 100 48 0.46 20 4 4 18r20 0 0
N 100 24 0.24 12 3 3 5 1 0
O 100 22 0.20 9r10 0 1 10r11 0 0
P 100 100 0.09 0 0 0 7r98 1 1
Q 100 95 0.29 10 0 3 16r79 3 0
R 100 100 0.14 0 0 3 11r97 0 0
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Table 4
Human chromosome rearrangements in XRCC2-complemented and noncomplemented cells during extended passage

aPassage no. Metaphases Metaphases with Type of chromosomal aberrations
Ž .scored aberrations % Deletion Break TransI TransII Insertion Others

irs1-C7a4
P0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 100 4 1 0 2 1 0 0
P6 100 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
P9 100 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

irs1-C4a3
P0 100 5 0 0 4 1 0 0
P3 100 13 2 0 2 9 0 0
P6 100 15 2 4 9 0 0 0
P9 100 20 2 2 6 8 1 0

aApproximately 3.3 cell divisions for each passage.

generally represent new chromosome changes that
have not been transmitted.

3.4. Chromosome instability is transmissible during
extended passage of XRCC2- and XRCC3-deficient
clones

The results of the subcloning experiment de-
scribed above showed that chromosome instability
was transmissible in one clone of noncomplemented
XRCC3-deficient cells. To more generally assess the
persistence of chromosome instability in XRCC2-
and XRCC3-deficient cells, one clone each of

XRCC2- or XRCC3-complemented and noncomple-
mented cells was continuously subcultured for sev-
eral weeks, with harvests for chromosome spreads at
intervals. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Ž .For XRCC2-deficient clone irs1-C4 a3 cells, the
frequency of chromosome aberrations increased from
5% at passage 0 to 20% at passage 9. Here, passage
0 means the primary colony expansion. Similarly in

Ž .XRCC3-deficient cells clone irs1SF-C7 a1 , the
frequency of aberrations increased from 18% at pas-
sage 0 to 65% at passage 9. In contrast, the human
marker chromosomes in XRCC2- and XRCC3-com-

Ž .plemented cells irs1-C7 a7, irs1SF-C14 a1 were
quite stable over extended passage.

Table 5
Human chromosome rearrangements in XRCC3-complemented and noncomplemented cells during extended passage

aPassage no. Metaphases Metaphases with Type of chromosomal aberrations
Ž .scored aberrations % Deletion Breaks TransI TransII Insertion Others

irs1SF-C14a1
P0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 100 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
P6 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

irs1SF-C7a1
P0 100 18 8 4 2 4 0 0
P3 100 47 22 4 4 20 0 0
P6 100 55 29 2 6 24 0 0
P9 100 65 29 0 5 29 1 1

aApproximately 3.3 cell divisions for each passage.
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3.5. Interstitial telomere-like repeats may be prefer-
entially inÕolÕed in rejoining of chromosome breaks

It has been proposed previously that interstitially
Žlocated telomere-like repeat sequences ‘interstitial

.telomere bands’, ITB can act as ‘hot spots’ in the
w xrejoining of chromosome breaks 16–18 . Using FISH

Ž .with the telomeric repeat TTAGGG as a probe,7

we have analyzed interchromosome rejoining events,
in which a portion of a human marker chromosome
became translocated onto or inserted into a hamster
chromosome, for proximity to ITB. ITB signals oc-
curred at subcentric regions as well as other intra-
chromosomal locations in the endogenous Chinese

Ž .hamster chromosomes Fig. 3 . We found that inter-
chromosome joints were often in close proximity to

ŽITB i.e., no separation between them could be
resolved by fluorescence microscopy at 1000=

.magnification in XRCC2- or XRCC3-complemen-
Ž .ted and in noncomplemented cells Fig. 3 . This was
Ž .the case in four out of seven events 57% in irs1-C7

Ž .cells, in 78 of 314 events 25% in irs1-C4 cells, in
Ž .four of nine events 44% in irs1SF-C14 cells, and in
Ž .648 of 1100 events 59% in irs1SF-C7 cells. The

frequent proximity of joints to interstitial telomere-
like repeats supports the idea that a rejoining mecha-
nism using these sequences is frequently involved in
healing chromosome breaks. However, neither
XRCC2 or XRCC3 appear to be needed for rejoining
events of this kind. Although translocations and in-
sertions were far more frequent in noncomplemented
irs1 and irs1SF cells than in complemented controls,
the relative proportions of joints in close proximity
to telomere-like repeats were not conspicuously dif-
ferent.

4. Discussion

4.1. The XRCC2 and XRCC3 genes are required for
stable maintenance of an introduced human chromo-
some

It has previously been observed that the chromo-
somes of irs1 and irs1SF cells show elevated num-
bers of gaps, breaks and rearrangements relative to
the respective parental cell lines V79 and AA8. In

w xirs1 cells, Tucker et al. 7 reported a higher fre-

quency of spontaneous breaks and exchanges, and
further increases after treatment with gamma rays or
MMC. Increased formation of ring chromosomes in
irs1 cells after X-irradiation has been noted by

w xOkayasu et al. 19 . Full or partial correction of the
spontaneous chromosome instability in irs1 cells af-
ter transfection with cDNA or genomic clones of the
XRCC2 gene has been reported by Cartwright et al.
w x w x8 and by Liu et al. 9 . In irs1SF cells, an excess of
both spontaneous and X-ray induced chromosome
aberrations was noted in the original description of

w xthe cell line 2 , and full correction of this defect
after transfection with a cosmid clone of the genomic

w xXRCC3 locus was reported by Tebbs et al. 3 .
In this clonal analysis of chromosomal instability

in irs1 and irs1SF cells, three questions have been
Ž .considered: 1 What features of the cytogenetic data

Ž .best describe chromosomal instability? 2 Is a par-
Ž .ticular clone unstable? and 3 Do the mutations

induce instability? In regard to the first question, we
have evaluated chromosome instability on the basis
of a CII, defined as the average number of unique
rearrangements occurring during the expansion of a
population from a single cell. This is a better mea-
sure of instability than total aberrations, since the
latter contains a variable contribution from transmis-
sion of aberrations occurring earlier or later during
the expansion. An often overlooked difficulty in
regard to the second two questions is that all cell
populations are unstable to some extent, in the sense
that chromosome aberrations arise spontaneously
even in repair-proficient controls. In the method of
analysis used here, this complication has been explic-
itly taken into account both in the definition of
clonal instability and in the criterion for classifying a
mutation as an inducer of instability.

ŽWe have found that human chromosome 7 which
.contains the XRCC2 gene and human chromosome

Ž .14 which contains the XRCC3 gene complemented
irs1 and irs1SF cells for chromosome stability in
primary clones and during extended passage. Among
noncomplemented irs1 and irs1 SF clones, we found
significantly higher mean CII; about 21-fold higher
than complemented controls for irs1 and about 50-
fold higher for irs1SF, when adjusted for the differ-
ences in marker chromosome lengths. Every individ-
ual noncomplemented primary clone was unstable by
our statistical criteria and, in aggregate, the noncom-
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plemented clones were more unstable than comple-
mented controls with a very high degree of statistical
certainty. Persistent chromosome rearrangements
were seen in many of the noncomplemented primary
clones. Subcloning and extended passage confirmed
that chromosome instability is transmissible in non-
complemented clones of irs1 and irs1SF.

The phenotypes of noncomplemented irs1 and
irsSF clones are very similar, but analysis of the data
in Tables 1 and 2 indicates that they are not identi-
cal. There is a statistically significant difference
Ž .p-0.001 in the proportions of balanced transloca-
tion and unbalanced translocation, with a greater
proportion of balanced translocation in irs1-C4
clones, and of unbalanced translocation in irs1SF-C7
clones. There are also significantly more deletions in

Ž .irs1SF-C7 clones p-0.001 . While there was a
tendency toward a higher proportion of breaks in
irs1SF-C7 clones, the difference falls short of signifi-

Ž .cance p;0.06 mainly due to an exceptionally
large number of breaks in one irs1-C4 clone. Taken
together, the cytogenetic data suggest a greater ten-
dency for incomplete repair in the irs1SF-C7 mutant
line. This implies that, while XRCC2 and XRCC3
genes probably act in the same DNA repair pathway,
the role of XRCC3 may be more critical than that of
XRCC2. However, it is also possible that the more
severe phenotype of the irs1SF mutant relative to
irs1 is due to differences in genetic background
between their parental cell lines V79 and AA8.

4.2. Chromosome instability in XRCC2- and
XRCC3-deficient cells may be due to a defect in
repair by homologous recombination associated with
DNA replication

Ž .In yeast S. cereÕisiea , members of the RAD51
gene family have been shown to play critical roles in

Ž .repair of DNA double-strand breaks DSB through
Ž w x.homologous recombination reviewed in Ref. 20 .

This repair pathway is evidently most efficient dur-
ing S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, when a sister
chromatid is available as a template. In both the
haploid and diploid states, yeast is more resistant to
ionizing radiation during these parts of the cell cycle
w x20 . In the diploid state, where both a homologous
chromosome and a sister chromatid are available as
templates for repair, the sister chromatid is used

w xpreferentially 21 . Genes involved in homologous
recombination are also required in yeast for chromo-
some stability. Null mutation of RAD52 in diploid
strains of yeast results in frequent loss of chromo-
somes, and the frequency of loss is dramatically
increased by exposure to X-rays, such that chromo-
some number in survivors may fall to near-haploid

w xlevels 22 .
Because of their DNA sequence similarity to S.

cereÕisiea RAD51, mammalian RAD51-family genes
have been proposed to participate in analogous path-
ways for repair of DSB though homologous recom-

w xbination 8,9,12 . Chromosome instability has now
been correlated with deficiency in three of the mam-
malian RAD51-family genes: XRCC2 and XRCC3
Ž .as discussed above , and RAD51 itself. In mouse,
null mutation of RAD51 by gene targeting results in
early embryonic death, and is apparently lethal at the

w x yrycellular level 23,24 . In early RAD51 embryos,
growth is severely impaired and the few metaphase
cells that can be recovered have sharply reduced

w xchromosome numbers 24 . In a conditional gene
knockout in DT40 chicken lymphoblastoid cells,
shutdown of RAD51 expression resulted in arrest of
most of the population in G2rM phase of the cell
cycle, with numerous chromosome breaks, followed

w xby massive cell death 11 . The defect in chromo-
some stability arising from RAD51 knockout is
clearly more severe than for the XRCC2 and XRCC3

Žmutations in irs1 and irs1SF since the latter are
.viable .

One possible explanation for the phenotypes of
RAD51, XRCC2 and XRCC3 mutations is an essen-
tial function for homologous recombination in higher
eukaryotes, in a form of repair that is closely coupled
to replication and required for its successful comple-
tion. That mammalian cells cannot survive without
Rad51, even though they are extremely proficient in

w xDSB repair by nonhomologous end-joining 25 , im-
plies that the critical function of Rad51 is something
more than DSB repair per se. The XRCC2- and
XRCC3-mutant cell lines irs1 and irs1SF show only
moderate hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation and
no measurable defect in post-irradiation DSB repair
w x1,2 , but nonetheless suffer reduced cloning effi-
ciency and chromosome instability even in the ab-
sence of exogenous genomic insults. The irs1 and
irs1SF cell lines also show sensitivity to UV, alkylat-
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w xing agents and especially crosslinking agents 1,2 ,
all of which produce covalent DNA modifications

w xthat are barriers to replication 26 . Single-strand
damage or breaks have been proposed to require a
form of homologous recombination if they are not
otherwise repaired before the passage of a replication

w xfork 27,28 . A deficiency in such homologous repli-
cation-coupled repair may result in double-strand
chromatid breaks, which in turn result in deletions or
translocations when repaired nonhomologously. It
should be noted that in the irs1 and irs1SF hamster–
human hybrids reported here, only one copy of a
human marker chromosome was transferred; no ho-
mologous chromosome is present. If homologous
repair of the human marker chromosome takes place,
this could only happen in SrG2 phases of the cell
cycle using a sister chromatid as template.
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